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ABSTRACT

In this paper is presented a ROI�based multiresolu�
tion coding scheme� whose main importance is that it
achieves both high compression ratios and good recon�
struction of the images� It uses optimal� in the mean
square error sense� analysis and synthesis �lters in the
most signi�cant areas �Regions of Interest� while con�
ventional ones are used in the rest of the image� A linear
autoassociative neural network architecture is proposed
to compute the �lters for optimal reconstruction of the
images based on low resolution approximations of these�
The characteristics of optimal �lters are examined in
�head and shoulder� videoconferencing images�

� INTRODUCTION

The subband approach to image and video coding has
become very popular recently� An e�ective subband
coder should remove the redundancy and incorporates
statistical as well as perceptual criteria into the coding
procedure� Subband coding consists of splitting an im�
age into bands and using di�erent techniques to code
these� After transmission through one or more channels
and by band interpolation the original image is properly
reconstructed�
The above mentioned coding strategy� however� com�

pute the perfect reconstruction �lterbanks according to
metrics and statistics extraxted globally over the whole
image� In this way any a�priory knowledge about the
image content and spatial variations in the image is dis�
regarded� In this paper we propose a scheme that de�
termines Regions of Interest �ROIs� in the images prior
to coding which achieves variable spatial reconstruction
throughout the image� by di�erentiating the �lterbanks
used for coding the ROI and non�ROI image areas�
Section 	 describes the use of ROI for further reduc�

tion of the size of the input data and section 
 de�nes
multiresolution image analysis techniques� An e�cient
technique for obtaining low resolution images in an op�
timal way is presented in section �� Linear autoassocia�
tive neural networks are used for optimal computation
of �lterbanks when performing optimal multiresolution
analysis of ROIs� Such networks have been recently pre�

sented in the framework of principal component analysis
��� Section � presents simulation studies which illus�
trate the performance of the above procedure�

� ROI�BASED IMAGE CODING

Applications related to image data storage or transmis�
sion through low bandwidth telecommunication chan�
nels� involve a trade�o� between image quality and com�
pession ratio or coding complexity� Most coding tech�
niques reach decisions according to metrics and statistics
extracted from the whole image in order to globallymin�
imise the reconstruction error� In contrast with the usu�
al broadcast transmission �TV�� where all the regions of
image frames to be processed are considered of equal im�
portance� de�nition of �ROI� in the image can be proved
very useful for speci�c applications� Such signi�cant ap�
plications ranging from speci�c image transmission ap�
plications �teleconference and telemedicine systems� to
multimedia database systems�

An e�cient ROI�based compression scheme has the
advantage of the di�erentiation on coding of speci�c re�
gions in the image� considering their importance on the
human visual system� ROIs generally correspond to ar�
eas or foreground objects which are of extreme interest
for recognition or coding�reconstruction purposes and
should be coded with maximum precision� a tolerably
lossy reconstruction can be used in the rest image ar�
eas which are of minimal contribution to the perceived
information�

A region of interest� or mask� is a binary image the
same size as the image we want to �lter� Selection of
ROIs can be performed� either through user interaction
�by de�ning a polygon that encloses the desired area��
or automatically when considering speci�c applications�
A neural network is presented below for performing the
ROI selection by an hierarchical block�oriented two level
architecture 	��

In particular� for selecting the ROIs the images are
�rst separated in blocks of �� � pixels and these blocks
are then DCT�transformed� The �rst level of the archi�
tecture automatically selects all edges appearing in the
examined images and classi�es the corresponding blocks



to the ROI category� This edge selection is due to the
fact that� in most applications� the edges existing in the
image belong to regions that are of major importance for
recognition or classi�cation purposes� This level consists
of a feedforward network which performs the frequency
dependent edge detection task� classifying each image
block to a �shade� or �edge� category� �Shade� blocks
correspond to homogeneous areas� while �edge� blocks
generally include signi�cant high frequency content� To
accomplish this task� the network accepts at its input
the computed DCT coe�cients of each image block�

Supervised learning has been adopted for training the
network to perform edge detection� According to it� a
prede�ned training set of characteristic images is select�
ed to which conventional spatial edge detection opera�
tors� such as Sobel or gradient ones� or more advanced
morphological operators are applied� Following this se�
lection the images are divided in blocks which are DCT
transformed and labelled as �shade� or �edge� ones� then
are used to train the network� After training� the net�
work is able to classify each block of images� that are
similar to the ones used for training� to an �edge� or
�shade� category� If� however� the block is found to be�
long to an homogeneous region� no decision is taken� but
the block is subsequently fed as input to the second level
of the proposed architecture� which consists of another
network that �nally classi�es it to a ROI or not�

The second network also uses the computed DCT co�
e�cients of the block as input features� The number�
however� of these features is generally smaller than the
corresponding number of the �rst network input units�
In particular� the input features that are chosen to feed
the second network are the DC coe�cient and a small
number of AC coe�cients following the well�known zig
zag DCT scanning of each image component� In cas�
es where edges do not play an important role� e�g�� in
texture�like images� it is possible to overpass the �rst
level of the hierarchical architecture� focusing on the
results of the second level� It can be veri�ed 	� that
during MC�DCT �Motion Compensated�DCT� coding
with ROIs the PSNR �Peak Signal to Noise Ratio� is
improved�

Whenever a block is classi�ed as one of high im�
portance� i�e� belongs to a ROI� it can be further
treated� with maximum accuracy� as the main informa�
tion�feature to be used for classi�cation or recognition�
In the other case� the block may be even disregarded
in the following recognition procedure� In case of mul�
tiresolution image decomposition� a ROI�based scheme
can be implemented� by di�erentiating the �lterbanks
used for coding the ROI and non�ROI image areas� In
particular optimal �lters are used in ROI areas while
conventional ones are used in the rest of the image�

� MULTIRESOLUTION IMAGE ANALYSIS

The basic concept of signal decomposition is to divide
the signal spectrum into its subspectra and� then� to
treat those subspectra individually� The decomposition
of the signal spectrum into subbands provides the moni�
toring of signal energy components and the processing of
the subbands independently� Representation of signals
at many resolution levels has gained much popularity
especially with the introduction of the discrete wavelet
transform� implemented by �lter banks using quadra�
ture mirror �lters �QMFs� 
�� In image processing the
above are equivalent to subband processing� The basic
idea of subband coding is to split the Fourier spectrum
of an image into nonoverlapping bands� and then inverse
transform each subband to obtain a set of bandpass im�
ages which can perfectly reconstruct the original image�
Multiresolution decompositions result in approximation
images which are low resolution replicas of the images
and in a set of detail images which contain more detailed
information as resolution is gradually increasing�
Let x� denote an N �N image representation� Using

appropriate FIR perfect reconstruction �lters hL�n� and
hH�n�� where hL�n� generally is a low�pass and hH�n� a
high�pass �lter� we can split the image into four lower
resolution images of about N

�
�

N

�
size� It is possible

to use non�separable analysis �and synthesis� �lters to
perform the multiresolution decomposition� Applying�
for example� the low pass �lter hLL�m�n� we get the
approximation image at the lower resolution level j �
��� denoted as xLL

��
� where

xLL
��
�m�n� �

NX
k��

NX
l��

hLL�	m � k� 	n� l�x��k� l� ���

By applying all other possible combinations of the above
FIR �lters� we get three lower resolution detail images�
denoted as xLH

��
� xHL

��
� xHH

��
� Perfect reconstruction of

the original image x��k� l� can be achieved through syn�
thesis of all four subband components� By using only
the approximation image xLL

��
�m�n� and synthesis �lter

fLL�m�n� it is possible to obtain an approximate recon�
struction x��k� l� of the original image as follows

x��m�n� �

N

�X
k��

N

�X
l��

fLL�m � 	k� n� 	l�xLL
��
�k� l� �	�

Optimal design of the analysis and synthesis h and f

and �lters in speci�c applications is examined next�

� OPTIMAL FILTER DESIGN USING NEU�

RAL NETWORKS

The design of perfect reconstruction �lter banks is based
on the assumption that all the subband signals are avail�
able to the interpolation bank with in�nite precision�
This is not� however� true� when only a part of sub�
band components� and particularly only one of them� is



used for reconstruction� in this case which is frequently
met when only the approximation� e�g�� image is used
for compression purposes� perfect reconstruction �lters
lose their optimality� Design techniques for analysis and
synthesis �lters that perform optimal reconstruction of
an original image from a low�resolution representation
of it have been recently proposed in ��� Based on the
minimization of the mean squared error between the o�
riginal signal and the low�resolution representation of
it� the �lters are optimally adjusted to the statistics of
the input images� so that most of the signal�s energy is
concentrated in the low resolution subband component�
Another case in which perfect reconstruction �lters

lose their optimality is the presence of additive� or quan�
tization noise� In �� appropriate formulae for the op�
timal reconstruction �lters are desired using the mean�
squared error as minimized criterion�
Let us concentrate next on the problem of generating

four subband components from each image only one of
which is retained� as the low resolution representation�
Let the M �dimensional vector x�m�n� denote the vec�
torized P � P blocks of the input image x��m�n�� with
M � P �� the Q�dimensional vector y�m�n� denote the
corresponding L� L blocks of the low�resolution repre�
sentation x

���m�n� also in vectorized form with Q � L�

and �nally the M �dimensional vector �x�m�n� represent
the reconstructed vectorized image blocks�
The above vector notations are adopted� so that it

be possible to denote the whole convolutional analysis
and synthesis operations as multiplications of the above
de�ned vectors by appropriate matrices� say H and F

respectively� In particular Eqs���� and �	� can be writ�
ten as

y�m�n� � Hx�m�n� �
�

�x�m�n� � Fy�m�n� ���

Straightforward but tedious calculating provides analyt�
ical expressions of the �Q�M � and �M �Q� H and F
matrices in terms of the� say �J � J�� optimal �lters h
and f respectively� If for example� M � � and J � ��
then matrix H has the following structure

H �

�
�������

H� � � � � � � �
H� H� H� � � � � �
� H� H� H� H� � � �
� � � H� H� H� H� �
� � � � � H� H� H�

� � � � � � � H�

�
�������

���

where H� is a submatrix of the form

H� �

�
�������

h�� � � � � � � �
h�� h�� h�� � � � � �
� h�� h�� h�� h�� � � �
� � � h�� h�� h�� h�� �
� � � � � h�� h�� h��
� � � � � � � h��

�
�������

���

where h��� h��� h��� h�� form the �rst column of �lter
h�k� l�� Matrices H��H� and H� are formed in exactly
the same way using the corresponding columns of �lter
h� while extension to other values ofM and J can easily
be obtained� Matrix F is similarly formed in terms of
corresponding matrices F�� F�� F� and F��
Based on Eqs� �
� and ���� we propose next to use

a feedforward neural network to compute the optimal
J � J analysis and synthesis �lters� h and f respective�
ly� through minimization of the mean squared di�erence
between the original and reconstructed images� The net�
work contains one hidden layer and linear hidden and
output units� In particular the network accepts at its
input the M �dimensional input image vector x� uses Q
hidden units and is trained to produce a reconstruct�
ed vector� at its M output units� that is equal to the
input vector� As a consequence� the network operates
in autoassociative form and during training is provided
with the same input and desired output image blocks� in
which the particular image� or a sequence of images� has
been separated into� a backpropagation variant �see� for
example� ��� with a linear activation function can be the
training algorithm� It is desired that the interconnec�
tion weights between the hidden units and the network
inputs form a matrix WIH equal to matrix H de�ned
above in terms of the optimal �lter h� while the inter�
connection weights between the output and hidden units
form a matrix WHO equal to the corresponding matrix
F � so that the network implements the operations de�
scribed above� In the following� we impose appropriate
constrains in the proposed network architecture� so that
it is able to solve the �lterbank design problem�
Based on the fact �� that the optimal synthesis �lter

is related to the analysis one through

F���� ��� �H���� ���
T� ���

in the frequency domain� or equivalently in the spatial
domain

f�m�n� � h��m��n� ���

the following constraint on the network structure is eas�
ily veri�ed

WHO � WT

IH
���

Moreover� in order to force matrices WIH and WHO ob�
tain the required forms �as� for example� the ones given
in Eqs� ��� and ��� for the analysis matrix �lter H��
the weights corresponding to zero entries in the matri�
ces are �xed to zero during training� Furthermore� when
a speci�c weight of matrix WIH �similarly for WHO� is
updated� its value is copied to all other weights that cor�
respond to the same sample value of the optimal analy�
sis �lter h�m�n�� as determined by Eqs���� and ���� this
procedure is the same as the one used for training time�
delay networks� where the need for copying the updated
weight values to groups of weights with identical values
also arises�



� SIMULATION RESULTS

The ability of neural networks to compute optimal �lter�
banks on speci�c regions of interest is exploited in this
paper using various videoconference scenes ��Miss Amer�
ica� and �Claire��� Optimal �lters are computed �rst on
the �head and shoulder� part of the images and then on
speci�c ROIs of these images� namely the area of speak�
er eyes and the area of mouth� The results explore the
spectral characteristics of these �lters comparing them
to each other� A classi�cation map shown in Figure �
and �gure 	 shows an original frame from the �Claire� se�
quence� the reconstructed image with conventional �lter
banks and the corresponding reconstructed image with
optimal �lters�
We computed optimal resolution reduction �lters us�

ing ROI blocks from the di�erence images� such as the
ones shown in Figure 
� The frame di�erence images
contain high frequency information for which conven�
tional �lters are not optimal� Such images are useful for
recognition purposes as well�

� CONCLUSIONS

Linear autoassociative networks with constraints has
been used for optimally selecting �lterbanks and imple�
menting multiresolution image analysis� A feedforward
neural network architecture has been also used for adap�
tively selecting regions of interest� The implementation
of optimal �ltering only in ROIs results in e�ective cod�
ing with reduction of the amount of information� Com�
bination of these techniques for classi�cation and recog�
nition purposes is possible as well�
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